This Month's A2A Activity and Participation

NOVEMBER 10 - A2A'S 2019 GALA AND FUNDRAISER

Thanks to everyone who donated, attended, or entertained, our 2019 Gala was a success! Together we raised $10,000 to continue our work in protecting and enhancing ecological connectivity in the A2A region.

Click here to read more here.

OCTOBER 30 - FAB REDESIGNATED A UNESCO BIOSPHERE.

Click here to learn more.

Important Dates

December 3, 2019 - Giving Tuesday. Why wait til then - you can give today!

Click here to learn more.

The Importance of Giving Tuesday

Recently we experienced the wonderful generosity of our members through our gala event, where we highlight the importance of community. But with Giving Tuesday around the corner, we have opportunity to highlight the importance of another critical piece of the conservation puzzle: monthly donations.

A study by Canada Helps indicated there has been an overall decrease in Canadian donations in the last decade. This trend will only worsen - affecting small charities, like A2A, the most.

With donors already bombarded by large charity campaigns, small charities not only receive less government funding, but also less private donations.

We have a solution! Support A2A through either a direct one time donation, or make a monthly donation through Canada Helps. Monthly donations provide stability to a small organization like ours, but it also simplifies your life. Weekends can be dedicated to hiking, cycling, or camping in our bountiful A2A region, knowing that your monthly donation is going toward preserving these natural wonders and our majestic wildlife.

Your monthly donations support educating and working with local municipalities, governments and partners to help reduce the impact of development and the death of our forests by a thousand cuts. With your monthly donation starting this Giving Tuesday we can magnify our voice, our action, and our results.

Thank you for your support!

Learn more at www.a2acollaborative.org